SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

careerfair.sva.edu

Company

24 Seven Inc.

5lvin Productions
AIGA

AMC Networks

Artjail

Description

Types of Positions

Modern strategic staffing and recruiting firm working with the most
sought after companies and brands in the creative industries. We are
the go-to talent source supporting the world’s top teams in
Marketing, Interactive, Digital, Creative, Ecommerce, Retail, Fashion,
Beauty and Events.
Staff positions | Freelance
Film production company specializing in making professional quality
content affordable.
Full-Time
Membership association for designers and other creatives, providing
members with opportunities for professional development,
networking, career guidance, etc
N/A

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Front-end Web Developer | Junior
Graphic Designer
Production and Post Production
Freelance Internships

N/A

Website

24seventalent.com
5lvin.com

http://aiga.org

Dedicated to producing quality programming and movie content for
more than 30 years, AMC Networks Inc. (NASDAQ: AMCX) owns and
operates several of the most popular and award-winning brands in
cable television. AMC, IFC, SundanceTV, WE tv, and IFC Films
produce and deliver distinctive, compelling and culturally relevant
content that engages audiences across multiple platforms. The
company also operates BBC AMERICA through a joint venture with
BBC Worldwide. In addition, the company operates AMC Networks
Internships | Staff positions
International, its global division.
| Freelance
N/A

amcnetworks.com

Artjail is a Creative VFX boutique residing in Chinatown NYC. We
Specialize in Compositing, CG, complicated VFX shots, Motion
Control, Beauty, Retouch, Automotive, Color Grading, and Finishing.
We work on projects for Broadcast and Web Commercials, Feature
Internships | Staff positions
films, and Video Art.
| Freelance
N/A

artjail.com

Atlantic Records

Record Label

Freelance

Betterment

Betterment is the smarter automated investing service that aims to
provide optimized investment returns for individual, IRA, 401k, and
rollover accounts.

Internships | Staff positions N/A

betterment.com

Creative and production agency.

Design and animation internships,
Internships | Staff positions freelance and full time positions are
| Freelance
always a possibility throughout the year.

blockandtackle.tv

Block & Tackle

N/A

atlanticrecords.com
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careerfair.sva.edu

Company

BuzzFeed

Cartuna

Casual Films

Center For
Communication

CNN Motion Digital

SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Description

Types of Positions

BuzzFeed is the leading independent digital media and tech
company delivering news and entertainment content to a global
audience. We have offices in 18 cities around the world including
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, London, Sydney, Sao Paulo,
and Tokyo. Our employees are reporters, writers, multi-hyphenate
producers, data scientists, designers, engineers, creatives, brand
strategists, and more.BuzzFeed publishes news stories,
investigations, lists and videos about identity and experience,
quizzes, recipes, and cartoons across our site and mobile apps,
Facebook, YouTube, Snapchat, Twitter, Pinterest and more.

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Website

N/A

jenny-chang.com

N/A

cartuna.com

Casual Films is a film and animation production group based in
London and New York. In the past two years we’ve been voted in the
top two corporate production companies in the UK by our peers. We
make films for companies and charities that make people feel stuff,
buy stuff, love stuff, want stuff, apply for stuff and donate their
Internships | Full-Time |
money to stuff.
Freelance

N/A

casualfilms.com

Non profit student career company

Internships

N/A

centerforcommunication.
org

International animation and design studio with a focus on curiositydriven storytelling. From swimming with sharks before breakfast, to
staying in a hotel in outer space, to breaking down the election
results, we visualize what’s happening in our world. Whether your
specialty is 2D, 3D, cell animation or stop motion - we’re excited to
find the next great addition to our team.

Internships | Full-Time |
Freelance

Paid internship and freelance
opportunities.

cnn.com

Internships | Full-Time |
Freelance

N/A

digitashealth.com

Cartuna is a rapidly expanding Brooklyn-based digital media brand
focused on animated comedies for adults. Most recently Cartuna’s
original series Tammy’s Tiny Tea Time was selected in the 2018
Sundance Film Festival. Production partnerships include Funny or
Die, IFC, Amazon, Roc Nation, CollegeHumor, MTV, VRV, Facebook
and more.

Freelance

Digitas Health /
Publicis Groupe
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COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

careerfair.sva.edu

Company

Dusty Studio

El Museo del Barrio

Evie Porwick/FPO
FF Creative
Community NY

Foundation Center

Framestore

Description

Types of Positions

Dusty Studio is a boutique animation production house located in
New York City. We specialize in traditional 2D animation, working
with pastels on a slate chalkboard. Our in-house project that
potential interns will be working on is the Animation Hotline, a series Internships | Full-Time |
of micro-animations that use crowd-sourced voicemail messages.
Freelance
The mission of El Museo del Barrio is to present and preserve the art
and culture of Puerto Ricans and all Latin Americans in the United
States. Through its extensive collections, varied exhibitions and
publications, bilingual public programs, educational activities,
festivals and special events, El Museo educates its diverse public in
the richness of Caribbean and Latin American arts and cultural
history.
Internships
recruiting agency specializing in graphic design - all levels, freelance
and full-time
Staff positions | Freelance

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Website

UNPAID Internship Application Deadline:
April 21, 2018 You will be working
directly with the animators and staff to
create new Animation Hotline microshorts. Apply for internship
at:https://dustystudio.com/internship/Ap
ply for freelance positions
at:https://dustystudio.com/freelance/
dustystudio.com

All of our Internship and career
opportunities are listed on our website:
http://www.elmuseo.org/careers/

elmuseo.org/internships
fponyc.com

We are looking for great conceptual art
director interns with a strong design
Internships | Staff positions background.

Interdisciplinary
International
Advertising
Foundation Center
connects social
sectorAgency
professionals to the tools
and resources they need to thrive. Our New York Learning Center
serves as a central hub for the exchange of ideas, knowledge, and
experiences by conducting trainings and workshops, facilitating
research, enabling collaboration and networking, and identifying the
most pressing trends and challenges facing the social sector,
especially in the area of fundraising.
Freelance

Foundation Center does not have
current internship or job opportunities,
but has many resources to support artists
seeking funding for their creative
pursuits.
foundationcenter.org

VFX.

Framestore NY has an internship
program. We are keen looking for new
talent.

Internships

ff.creative.community

framestore.com
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Company

Games for Change

Havas
Highfield
Hyperakt

SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Description

Positions Sought

Games for Change empowers game creators and social innovators
to drive real-world change using games and technology that help
people to learn, improve their communities, and contribute to make
the world a better place. We convene stakeholders through our
annual G4C FESTIVAL and foster the exchange of ideas and
resources through workshops and consulting projects. We inspire
youth to explore civic issues and learn 21st-century and STEM skills
through our STUDENT CHALLENGE and train educators to run game
design classes on impact games. We incubate projects through our
game design challenges and executive production expertise in
coalition building. We act as an amplifier by curating games for
change to the public through our games arcades and awards.
Internships
N/A
We are a creative agency breaking tradition to build brands of the
Internships | Staff positions
future.
| Freelance
N/A
Will have more detailed info in the next
Mobile-first content creation agency
few weeks. Thank you!
Hyperakt is a Brooklyn-based social impact design studio that
partners with visionary organizations to tell their stories. We work to
We're looking for strong designers who
channel our clients’ voices and values, create compelling narratives, Internships | Staff positions are interested in digital design and
and make complex information accessible: online and off.
| Freelance
branding.
Internships | Staff positions
| Freelance
N/A

J.Crew

Konrad Group

Types of Positions

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Konrad Group is dedicated to solving digital challenges with creative
technology. We strive to provide each of our team members an
equal opportunity for growth, great benefits and the opportunity to
Hiring UI/UX Designers and Interns.
work on a diverse portfolio of projects and clients.
Internships | Staff positions konradgroup.com/careers

Lippincott
Lippincott is a global creative consultancy. We bring to our clients’
toughest challenges the acumen, rigor and preparedness of a
premier business consulting firm – and the spirit, courage and
imagination of a world-class innovation and design firm.

Website

gamesforchange.org
ny.havas.com
gethighfield.com

hyperakt.com

jcrew.com

konradgroup.com

As the Visual Communication Design
Intern you will work with senior design
staff on a variety of projects in and
related to brand identity, across print,
digital and interactive experiences. You
will participate in conceptualization and,
with assistance, develop preliminary
concepts into refined comprehensive
design solutions. You will work as part of
the design team on logo designs, visual
systems, guidelines and presentations.
lippincott.com
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COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

careerfair.sva.edu

Company

Los York

Method Studios NY

Mignonne Gavigan

Description

Types of Positions

Positions Sought

Website

We are a new kind of creative agency. Born from a celebrated history
in Design and TV Commercial Production, Los York is a collective of
highly versatile creative thinkers and doers, working in TV, Digital and
Social Advertising. We integrate disciplines of strategy, creative
ideation, content creation, digital media distribution and
measurement with one team, under one roof. Combined with crossdisciplined execution talent in our production STUDIO, we are an
optimized creative strike force, unlike any other.
Internships

N/A

Method Studios is a high end visual effects company specializing in
everything from CG to commercial finishing. We also have a strong
design team that has a strong focus in TV opening credits.

We are looking for students available and
interested in freelancing with Method
Studios.
methodstudios.com

Freelance

losyork.tv

Mignonne “Maggie” Gavigan Smith, New York City based, North
Carolinian bred accessories designer, widely regarded for her playful,
color-forward aesthetic and fresh, elevated point of view, continues
to redefine wearable designs with a couture sensibility. With strong
southern roots and a background designing for luxury fashion
brands, Gavigan hones a signature, laid-back style with masterful
technique and a designer eye.
Internships | Freelance

N/A

We are a full-service creative agency that sits at the center of a world
class studio. Led by a diverse team of thinkers and makers, Milk
Agency provides a strategic platform for creativity and collaboration
with brands, media, and partners.
Internships

As a Creative Team intern for Milk
Agency and MILK.XYZ, you will support
the creative team by assisting in creative
development, executing big ideas and
conceptual thinking. You are detailoriented, a skilled writer, unconventional
and bold. You possess a strong sense of
energy and passion for creativity and
innovation. You will be working with the
professionals at Milk Agency and
Milk.XYZ on a range of client work and
day-to-day tasks.
milk.xyz

Milk Agency

Mokuni

MoMA

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Museum

Internships | Freelance
Internships | Staff positions
| Freelance

Mokuni Games is seeking 3D Generalist
and game designer interns, You will be
working in Maya and Unity to produce
3D assets for a virtual reality game: Kitty
in the Box VR

mignonnegavigan.com

www.mokuni.com
momadesignstudio.org
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Company

Oath

Optimist Inc.

Postal

Prophet

Refinery29

SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Description

Types of Positions

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Website

Oath consists of services from both Yahoo and AOL. Yahoo, which
was once worth more than $100 billion, is a tech pioneer with
content brands in categories such as sports, finance and news. The
21-year-old company also has one of the most popular e-mail
services in the world with around 225 million monthly active users.

N/A

Optimist Inc are a creative agency that thrives on innovation and true
firsts.We’re founded on the simple belief that authenticity and
passion reign supreme. Driven by the desire to create something
truly unique, we seamlessly blend creative, strategy, design, content
and production talent to deliver one-of-a-kind solutions that are
Internships | Staff positions
both real and socially viable.
| Freelance

We are artists, designers, thinkers,
architects, makers, doers, problem
solvers and most importantly, we are a
band of creative individuals who
understand that the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts. We are looking to
grow.
optimistinc.com
Our interns will work alongside our

Postal is a creative studio that believes everything starts with great
design. That’s our DNA. We believe that it’s always about the talent
and not the tools. Whether it’s motion graphics, animation, visual
effects, or even editorial, our desire to create transcends all
mediums.
Prophet is a strategic brand and marketing consultancy with offices

creative directors and post-production
teams to work on an array of projects
involving but not limited to cel
animation, motion graphics, CGI, and
VFX.

www.oath.com

postal.tv

around the world. We help leading companies win by delivering
inspired and actionable ideas. We have worked with such
preeminent clients as BMW, Cisco, GE, McDonald’s, Johnson and
Johnson, and Zurich Financial on a broad scope of projects in our
areas of expertise: brand, marketing, innovation, design, digital, and
analytics.

Internships | Staff positions
| Freelance
N/A

prophet.com

Since its launch in 2005, Refinery29 has become the leading digital
media company for women, dedicated to smart, personal, missiondriven content and experiences that celebrate inclusivity and
individuality in all facets of life. From hard-hitting politics and body
positivity manifestos, to beauty DIYs and clever fashion hacks, R29
targets the myriad interests and concerns our audience of modern
women cares about most.

Internships | Freelance

refinery29.com

N/A
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SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

careerfair.sva.edu

Company

Rubin Museum of Art

Sports and Arts in
Schools Foundation

SS+K
SundanceTV

TAG Creative

The Brigade

Description

Types of Positions

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Website

The Rubin Museum of Art is an arts and cultural hub in New York
City’s vibrant Chelsea neighborhood that inspires visitors to make
connections between contemporary life and the art and ideas of the
Himalayas and neighboring regions including India. With a diverse
array of thought-provoking exhibitions and programs—including
films, concerts, and on-stage conversations—the Rubin provides
immersive experiences that encourage personal discoveries and
spark new ways of seeing the world. Emphasizing cross-cultural
connections, the Rubin is a space to contemplate ideas that extend
across history and span human cultures.
Internships

The Rubin Museum offers semester and
year long internships in many
departments throughout the Museum.

rubinmuseum.org

The mission of the Sports & Arts in Schools Foundation is to help
bridge the opportunity gap among underserved students by
providing programs designed to improve academic performance,
health and wellness, self-confidence, character and attitudes for
success in life.

Part time positions available in all 5
boroughs in our after school programs.
Raging from Drawing, Dance, Theater,
Photography, Drama, Visual and
Performing arts.

sasfny.org

SS+K exists to lead brands through moments of change. We
specialize in working with insurgent brands in crowded categories,
mobilizing younger audiences, contemporizing and rebranding
organizations and creating mission-based movements.

Freelance

N/A

ssk.com

SundanceTV

Internships | Freelance

print, motion, social media.

sundancetv.com

TAG Creative is a New York based agency with the drive for smart,
strategic branding, and a passion for expressive and evocative
content.At every level we challenge ourselves to uniquely connect
with our clients, to understand and elevate their brands, to engage
meaningfully with consumers at all touch-points.

We ideate, come up with big ideas, shoot
tvc campaigns and also edit and create
all of our 2D gfx on site. We're looking to
collaborate with art directors, motion
Internships | Staff positions graphics artists and new directors and
| Freelance
editors!
tagcreativeny.com

We assemble custom creative teams – project-specific troupes,
pulled from our small army of A- list digital innovators. At the center
of The Brigade is the cloud, which means everything is online and
continuously available in real-time. Our clients are able to watch,
manage and see the progress of their work from anywhere in the
world. Our cloud based pipeline is developed to maximize speed and
scalability to ensure that our artists have the tools they need to
deliver the highest quality results. And armed with our own
proprietary software FLOCK, we can instantly assemble talent and
manage the entire creative process from ideation to completion.
Internships | Freelance

N/A

brigade.tv
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Company

the working assembly

THINX

Thornberg & Forester
Titmouse, Inc.

TPG Architecture

Transistor Studios

VaynerMedia

SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Description

Types of Positions

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought

Website

The Working Assembly is an award-winning multidisciplinary design
studio based in NYC, with a focus on branding and visual design.
Founded in 2014, we partner with clients for end-to-end brand
building, including strategy and visual identity, print and digital
design, content and creative communications.

In need of:Senior DesignerDigital
Internships | Staff positions DesignerVisual DesignerGraphic Design
| Freelance
InternsAccount Manager

theworkingassembly.com

THINX is a company committed to the empowerment of all bodies.
We are taboo breakers around periods, incontinence while starting
conversations across generations and industries. We also make
create powerful, bold, unapologetic campaigns that are meant to
create change and impact in the world.

We are looking for different creative
Internships | Staff positions interns, junior and senior design
| Freelance
positions with both THINX and Icon.

shethinx.com

Thornberg & Forester is a full-service design and production agency.
We specialize in design and animation for television and digital as
well as design systems, information architecture, out-of-home and
360 campaigns.
Internships | Freelance
Internships | Staff positions
| Freelance
TPG Architecture was founded 1979. Since then, we have grown into
a design firm of over 227 professionals: architects, interior designers,
strategists, researchers, planners, and graphic designers. Our clients
benefit from the depth, diversity, and stability afforded us by the
individual perspectives of our executive committee. Headquartered
in New York City, with a branch office in Long Island, TPG works
locally and all over the world, with completed projects in over 40
countries. The sectors we serve include corporate interiors, retail,
hospitality, healthcare, education, and base building architecture.
Internships | Staff positions
We are Designers, Directors, Animators, Art Directors, Illustrators and
Producers working together in our Brooklyn studio to tell stories in
the most visual mediums available. It's very simple really - we like to
create things that make people take notice.We love the Design
Process. Our work ranges from live action, 2D and 3D, typography
and stop motion.
We’re a full-service digital agency built for the now. We partner with
clients to drive their business outcomes with best-in-class modern
video production, media planning & distribution, influencer
marketing, Google & Alexa voice services, and everything in
between.

Potential candidates for all job roles at
our agency must be very well versed in
graphic design (typography and concept
development).
thornbergandforester.com
http://titmouse.net/careers/

titmouse.net

TPG's Internship program is a
combination of real world experience
with on the job mentoring. Our program
aims to aide you in the transition from
student, to intern, to professional.
tpgarchitecture.com

-Always looking for new and fresh talent
to add to the freelancer roster-Accepting
candidates for future Summer and Fall
Internships | Staff positions internships-Potential staff positions if we
| Freelance
meet the perfect candidate
transistorstudios.com

Internships | Staff positions
| Freelance
N/A

vaynermedia.com
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Company

SVA CAREER FAIR 2018
COMPANIES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Description

Types of Positions

WIFI: SVA STUDENT
password: svaintern2018

Positions Sought
Informational table. We may have a
marketing internship available for an
undergrad.

Website

Volunteer Lawyers for
the Arts

Legal Services organization for artists.

VolvoxLabs

We're looking for multimedia specialists
in field of experiential art with strong
grasp for design and technology. Best
VolvoxLabs [VVOX] is an award-winning interactive studio, that
candidates will perform best in high
creates extraordinary immersive experiences.Working with agencies,
paced environments with a collaborative
brands, artists and companies, we help re-imagine spaces and make
team. Best candidates will also excel in
consumers part of a story-making experience. By creating
ideation of potential installation work as
responsive environments, spaces become more alive, everInternships | Staff positions well as research into current and future
changing, giving each interaction a truly personalized experience.
| Freelance
technology.
volvoxlabs.com

WIX

YEH Ideology

Wix is a world class website building platform that makes it possible
for everyone to get online with a stunning, professional and
functional web presence. Go from idea, to design, to website – all
without coding.
Yeh IDeology is a Talent Strategies and Recruitment firm specializing
in Design and Innovation. We collaborate with F100 companies and
top consultancies to define and develop creative capabilities within
individuals and working teams. We help organizations navigate talent
challenges, and create strategies to attract, grow and retain the best
creatives across various industries.

Internships

Internships

Vlany.org

N/A

wix.com

Creative Intern Spring 2018 & Summer
2018

yehideology.com
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